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                                              J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. The case of the prosecution in brief is that Ejahar was lodged by

the  informant HAV. Tankeswar Konwar on 05-02-2015 before the I/C,

Lankashi O.P., alleging interalia that on the same day at about 6:45

Am,  on  the  basis  of  information  received  from  pecific  source,  the

vehicle bearing Reg. No. AS-04-AC-3796 was caught along with stolen

10 nos.  of  200 litres  drum containing  approximately  2000 litres  of

Condensate oil at Mathala Nagaon Villaghe road by Oil security party

Nagajan  and  Staff  of  Langkashi  OP.  When  the  said  vehicle  was

signalled to stop for checking,  the driver and the handyman of  the

vehicle fled away.

 

2. On receipt of ejahar, the same was registered as Langkashi OP

GDE No 66 dated 05-02-2015 and was forwarded to the O/C, Bordubi

PS.  Later,  it  was  registered  as  Bordubi  PS  Case  No.  10/2015.  On

completion of investigation, Charge-Sheet was submitted in the case

u/s 379 IPC against Sri Safikukl Ali. On receipt of summons, the said

accused person appeared before the court and copies of Prosecution

Documents were furnished to him. Charge u/s 379 IPC  was read over

and explained to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

3. During  trial,  the  prosecution  side  accused  evidence  of  11

prosecution witnesses. The defence side did not adduce any evidence.

Statement of the accused u/s 313 CrPc. was recorded  and the defence

plea of  the accused was  of  total  denial.  Heard Ld.  Counsel  for  the

accused and Ld. Addl. PP on point of argument.



Points for Determination

  4.           The following points are considered for determination of this

case:                 

i) Where the accused person Md. Safikul Ali on

05-02-2015  had  committed  theft  of  about

2000 litres of condensate oil by taking it out

of  the  possession  of  the  OIL  India  Limited

intending  to  take  the  said  condensate  oil

dishonestly  without  the  consent  of  the

Authority  and  liable  to  be  punished  for

offence u/s 379 IPC ?

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

5.  The prosecution adduced the following evidence for establishing

their case:   

6. PW-1 Sri Tankeshwar Konwar, the informant of the case deposed

in his evidence that on 05-02-2015 at about 6:45 AM they were on

patrolling duty along with Police at Langkashi OP at Nagajan area. They

received secret information that a vehicle carrying stolen condensate

oil was coming. At “Oil Khad No. 374”  they could find the TATA AC

vehicle carrying the condensate oil in drums of capacity of 200 litres of

10 drums. There were about 2000 litres of condensate oil in the vehicle

and the condensate oil was being carried illegally. The vehicle Reg. No.

was AS-04-AC-3796. The persons inside the vehicle fled away fearing

them. They came near the  vehicle and found the condensate oil. Later

on, police seized the said vehicle. Ext. 1 is the ejahar and Ext. 1(1) is

his signature.

7. PW-2 Sri Bhadreshwar Baruah, deposed in his evidence that on

05-02-2015  at  about  6:45  AM  a  joint  operation  was  conducted  by

Langkashi PS and Nagajan Security Camp. A TATA super vehicle was

coming from Nagajan  to  Dimoruhula.  They  signalled  the  vehicle  to

stop. The driver and handyman got down from the vehicle and fled into

the nearby jungle leaving the vehicle. They went near the vehicle and

found 10 nos of drums each carrying 200 ltrs of condensate oil. They



brought  the  oil  containing  drums  along  with  the  vehicle  to  the

Langkashi PS. Ext. 2 is the seizure list and Ext. 2(1) is his signature. 

8. PW-3 Sri Bikash Konwar, PW-4 Sri Tankeshwar Gogoi  and PW-10

Sri  Surajit  Dohotia were  all  accompanying  the  informant  in  the

patrolling duty.  They deposed in their  evidence that  the occurrence

took place on 5.2.2015 at about 6.45/6.50 am. On that day while they

were on patrolling duty and parked their vehicle in between Nagajan

and Dimoruhula road. They saw a Tata Ace vehicle bearing registration

No. As-04-AC-3796 coming from Nagajan side towards Dimoruhula. On

suspicion  that  the  vehicle  might  be   carrying  condensate  oil,  they

chased the said Tata Ace vehicle. On seeing them chasing the vehicle,

the said vehicle was abandoned by the persons driving/ riding on it  by

the road side. They found 10 numbers drums of 200 ltrs. each, filled

with condensate oil. They immediately informed to Lankashi outpost

and police reached the place of occurrence. Police seized the drums

filled with condensate oil as well as the vehicle. Ext. 2 is the seizure list

and Ext. 2(2) is the signature of PW-3 Sri Bikash Konwar . Ext. 2(3) is

the  signature of PW-10 Sri Surajit Dohotia . 

9. PW-5 Sri Anjan Dutta, deposed in his evidence that one day one

Biraj Gohain informed him  that the TATA Super Ace bearing reg. No.

AS-04-AC-3796 which he had taken from his registered owner Papu Ali

was detained by Lankashi OP in connection with condensate oil theft

case and Biraj Gohain asked him to accompany him to Lankashi OP.

Accordingly, he accompanied Biraj Gohain to Lankashi OP and saw the

said vehicle in the said OP. The police told him that the driver of the

said vehicle was one Safiqul Ali. But he did not see the said driver in

the Langkashi OP. The police seized the registration certificate of the

said  vehicle  bearing  registration  no.-  AS-04-AC-3796  and  also  the

agreement entered into Papu Ali and Biraj Goahin in his presence. Ext.

3 is the seizure List and Ext. 3(1) is his signature.

10. PW-6 Sri Biraj Gohain, deposed in his evidence that in the year

2016 he took a TATA Super Ace vehicle from Papu Ali on contract basis.

The Reg. No. of the said vehicle was AS-04-AC-3796. For a few days he

drove the said vehicle, but later on he authorized Sri Kishore Chetia to

drive the said vehicle. After a month, he (Sri  Biraj Gohain) came to



know that the said vehicle was seized in an Oil  theft case and the

same was seized in Duliajan Nagajan. He did not know as to who was

driving the said vehicle at the time when the vehicle was seized in the

oil theft case. Later on, he came to know from Kishore Chetia that the

said vehicle was being driven by a person namely Sri Safikul Ali. 

11. PW-7 Sri Mintu Dutta, deposed in his evidence that about 2-3

years back Biraj Gohain asked him to accompany him to the Lankashi

OP and saw a TATA Ace in the Lankashi OP. Sri Biraj Gohain informed

him that he had brought the said vehicle from another person to ply

the same on contract basis and the said vehicle was involved in some

case. The police called him inside the OP and obtained his signature on

Ext. 3. Ext. 3(2) is his signature. He did not know anything about the

accused of this case namely Safiqul Ali.

12. PW-8 Sri Papu Ali deposed in his evidence that he had a Sper

Ace vehicle bearing registration no. - AS-04-AC-3796 in his name. The

occurrence of this case took place about 4-5 years back. 4-5 months

prior to the date of the occurrence, he had given his vehicle to Sri Biraj

Gohain at a monthly payment of Rs. 16,000/-with arrangement that he

would  arrange  driver  of  his  own  for  plying  the  said  vehicle.  Biraj

Gohain had arranged the driver of the said vehicle from his own side

and his said vehicle was engaged in carrying condensate oil.  Police

delivered one paper to his wife in his absence and stated that his said

vehicle was detained in Lankashi OP and he was called at the said OP.

Thereafter he went to the said OP. He saw that his said vehicle was in

the said OP. He produced the R.C and a copy of agreement entered

with  Biraj  Gohain.  Police  seized  the  said  documents  which  were

produced by him. Ext. 3 is the said Seizure List and Ext. 3(3) is his

signature. Later on he obtained the order from the court for releasing

his said vehicle and seized papers and accordingly police released the

same after obtaining his signature.

13. PW-9 Sri Rupam Jyoti Sutradhar, deposed in his evidence on 04-

03-2015  he  was  working  as  Deputy  Superintendent  of  Chemist

(Laboratory), Oil India Ltd., Duliajan. On that day, he received 2 liters

of liquid sample containing plastic bottle in sealed condition from Oil

Security,  Duliajan,  which  was  forwarded  to  them by Bordubi  P.S  in



connection  with  Bordubi  P.S  case  No.  10/15.  He  analyzed  the  said

sample as per IP/ASTM testing procedure. After the necessary analysis

it was observed that the sample was similar to condensate liquid being

produced along with natural gas from Oil and gas wells. Ext. 4 is the

analysis report of the said sample and Ext. 4(1) is his signature. Ext.4

report was submitted to Head Security, Duliajan by a forwarding letter.

Ext.5 is the said forwarding letter and Ext. 5(1) is his signature. Head

Security, Oil India Ltd., Duliajan forwarded the said analysis report to

O/C, Bordubi P.S vide its letter No. OIL/SEC/059 (C)/15/403 dated 12-

03-15. Ext. 6 is the said forwarding letter of Head Security, Oil India

Ltd., Duliajan, Ext. 6(1) is the signature of Sri P. Gogoi.

14. PW-11  SI  Pulak  Kumar,  deposed  in  his  evidence  that  on

05.02.2015  he  was  officiating  as  In-Charge  of  Langkasi  OP  under

Bordubi PS.  On that day, at 5.30 am he received information that a

TATA ACE vehicle carrying condensate oil  was coming from Nagajan

towards Dimaruhulla and accordingly he informed the matter to the Oil

Security Camp, Nagajan and after entering the said information into

Langkasi OP GDE No.60 dtd.05.02.2015, he proceeded to the PO.  After

arriving at the PO, he found Oil Security Personnel at the PO and he

saw a TATA ACE vehicle coming from Nagajan side.  He signaled to stop

the  said  vehicle.   The  driver  of  the  said  vehicle  fled  away  after

stopping  the  said  vehicle.   After  searching,  they  found  10  Nos.  of

plastic drums of 200 ltrs capacity containing 2000 ltrs of condensate

oil in total quantity.  He seized the said 10 ltrs of condensate oil filled

up  drums  along  with  the  said  TATA  Super  ACE  vehicle  bearing

registration No.-  AS-04-AC-3796 at the PO in presence of witnesses.

Ext. 2 is the seizure list.  Ext. 2(4) is his signature.  He examined the

witnesses including seizure witnesses at the PO.  After inspection, he

drew up a sketch map of the PO.  Ext.7 is the said inspection and Ext.

7(1) is his signature.  He brought the said vehicle along with the seized

filled up drums to Langkasi OP.  On the same day, at about 12 noon,

Habilder  Tankeswar  Konwar  of  Nagajan  Oil  Security  Camp lodged a

written  FIR  before  I/C  Langkasi  OP  in  connection  with  the  said

occurrence.  The said FIR was entered by him into Langkasi GDE No. 56

dtd.  05.02.2015  and  he  forwarded  the  said  FIR  to  Bordubi  PS  for



registering  a  case  and  accordingly,  Bordubi  PS  Case  No.10/15  was

registered and he was entrusted by the O/C, Bordubi PS to continue

with  the  investigation.   Ext.  1  is  the  said  FIR  and  Ext.  1(2)  is  his

signature with his endorsement.  Ext. 1(3) is the signature of SI Jugen

Borah, the then O/C of Bordubi PS with his endorsement. He got the

seizure list (Ext.2) seen by the Hon’ble Court.  He gave intimation to

DTO office,  Sivasagar to enquire about  the registered owner of  the

seized  vehicle  bearing  Regd  No.AS-04-AC-3796  and  received

information from DTO office that Mr. Papu Ali S/o Babu Ali of Disang

Maajgaon village,  PO-Hukanpukhuri,  Dist-Sivasagar  is  the  registered

owner of the said vehicle.  He drew up the sample of the said seized oil

and send to the Chemical  Department of  Duliajan OIL for  chemical

examination of  the said  oil.   He gave the seized condensate oil  in

zimma of OIL department after obtaining a bond in this regard.  He

sent  WT message to  O/C,  Sivasagar  PS  to  direct  the  owner  of  the

seized vehicle to appear before me for the purpose of investigation.  In

the  meantime,  he  received  chemical  examination  report  from  Oil

Laboratory,  Duliajan  through  O/C,  Bordubi  PS.   Ext.4  is  the  said

chemical  examination report  being forwarded to Head Security  OIL,

Duliajan vide Ext.5 which was forwarded to O/C, Bordubi P.S vide Ext.6

forwarding  letter.   Ext.  6(2)  is  the  signature  of  SI  Jugen  Borah

forwarding the same report to him.

15. On 25.05.2015  the  registered  owner  of  the  seized  TATA  ACE

vehicle namely Papu Ali appeared before him at Langkasi OP alongwith

one Biraj Gohain.  He examined him in connection with the case.  On

examination,  Papu Ali  disclosed  that he had handed over the said

vehicle to one Sri  Biraj  Gohain for plying the same in his absence.

Thereafter,  he examined Biraj  Gohain who disclosed that Safiqul  Ali

was engaged to drive the seized vehicle and on the day of occurrence

he was driving the said vehicle.   He seized R/C of  the said vehicle

standing  in  the  name  of  Papu  Ali  and  also  a  copy  of  agreement

between Papu Ali and Biraj Gohain in respect of the said vehicle.  Ext.3

is the seizure list and Ext. 3(4) is his signature and Ext. 3(3) is the

signature of Papu Ali and he examined the seizure witnesses.  As per

the order of the Hon’ble court he gave the seized vehicle in the zimma



of its registered owner after obtaining a bond.  He went in search of

the driver of said vehicle Md. Safiqul Ali and he apprehended him from

Nagajan area and brought him to Langkasi OP.  After his interrogation,

SI Pulak Kumar arrested Safiqul Ali  in connection with this case and

thereafter, forwarded him to the Hon’ble Court.  After completion of

investigation, and finding sufficient materials under section 379 of IPC

against  the  accused  Md.  Safiqul  Ali,  SI  Pulak  Kumar submitted  CS

against him before the Hon’ble court under the said section of law.

Ext.8 is the said CS and Ext. 8(1) is his signature.    

16. Heard the Ld. counsel for the accused and the ld. Addl. PP. It is

reflected  from the  case  record  that  prosecution side has  examined

eleven prosecution witnesses including the IO of the case. PW-1 Sri

Tankeshwar  Konwar  is  the  informant  of  the  case  and  this  witness

exhibited the ejahar as Ext.1 and his signature as Ext.1(1). Though he

narrated the facts leading to the seizure of the vehicle bearing Reg.

No. AS-04-AC-3791 along with the condensate oil, he could not depose

anything  with  regard  to  the  involvement  of  accused  person.  This

witness  even  could  not  identify  the  accused  person.  PW-2  Sri

Bhadreshwar Baruah is the seizure list witness and he also deposed

that the driver and the handyman   of the vehicle fled away when they

were  asked  to  stop.  He  exhibited  his  signature  as  Ext.2(1)  in  the

seizure list. PW-3 Sri Bikash Konwar is another seizure list witness and

this  witness  also  did  not  see  the  persons  inside  the  vehicle.  PW-4

remained silent with regard to the offence committed by the accused

persons. PW-5 Sri Anjan Dutta, PW-7 Sri Mintu Dutta, PW-8 Sri Papu Ali

are all seizure list witnesses of the case. These witnesses also did not

see  the  driver  of  the  vehicle  bearing  RC  No.  AS-04-AC-3791.  They

exhibited their signature as Ext. 3(1), Ext. 3(2), Ext. 3(3) respectively.

PW-6 Sri Biraj Gohain deposed in his evidence that he had taken on

hire basis the vehicle bearing RC No. AS-04-AC-3791 from one Sri Papu

Ali. Later on, the said car was driven by one Sri Kishore Chetia. This

witness also could not depose as to who was driving the said vehicle at

the time of the alleged incident. PW-9 is the official witness and he was

serving  as  Deputy  Superintendent  of  Chemist  on  04.03.2019.  He

exhibited  the  analysis  report  as  Ext.4  and  he  deposed  that  it  was



observed that during chemical analysis of the sample given to him was

similar to the condensate liquid being produced along with natural gas

and oil. PW-10 Sri Surajit Dohotia also deposed that he did not see as

to who were driving the said vehicle at the time of the alleged offence.

Thus, it is reflected from the case record that none of the prosecution

witnesses  could  identify  the  accused person  though many of  them

were present when the vehicle was stopped for checking. Prosecution

has failed to prove the fact as to who was driving the vehicle bearing

R.C. No. AS-04-AC at the time of commission of offence. None of the

eye witnesses  deposed anything with  regard  to  involvement of  the

accused person Safiqul Ali in the commission of offence as alleged in

the Ejahar.

17.  Considering the facts and circumstances of the case, it is found

that the prosecution has failed to prove the ingredients of section 379

of  the  IPC  against  the  accused  person  beyond  reasonable  doubt.

Therefore   the  accused  person  namely  Sri  Safikul  Ali  at  liberty

henceforth. His bail bond stands cancelled after period of six months. 

18. This case is accordingly disposed of.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 19th day of

December, 2020.

Dictated and corrected by me.

    (A.Bhattacharyya)                                         (A.Bhattacharyya)
 Chief judicial Magistrate,                                 Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia.                                                            Tinsukia.



APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

PW-1: Sri Tankeshwar Konwar

PW-2: Sri Bhadreshwar Baruah

PW-3: Sri Bikash Konwar

PW-4: Sri Tankeshwar Gogoi

PW-5: Sri Anjan Dutta

PW-6: Sri Khandra Nath Das

PW-7: Sri Mintu Dutta

PW-8: Sri Papu Ali

PW-9: Sri Rupam Jyoti Sutradhar

PW-10: Sri Surajit Dohotia

PW-11: SI Pulak Kumar

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext. 1- Ejahar

Ext. 2- Seizure List

Ext. 3- Seizure List

Ext. 4- Test report from Chemical Laboratory

Ext. 5- Test report of Liquid Sample

Ext. 6- Test report of Liquid Sample

Ext. 7- Sketch Map

Ext. 8- Charge-Sheet

                

                  (A. Bhattacharyya)           
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia. 


